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Horbouce, a renowned jurist of Britain, says: “Persona safety is the sovereign 
law.” In modern society, ensuring personal safety is one of the principal goals of laws 
of almost every country throughout the world while the safety guarantee obligation is 
the embodiment in the civil law area of the concept of “overriding personal safety”. At 
present the discussions is centered on the nature and imputation principle of safety 
guarantee obligation, and this paper mainly analyzes the subject and origin of safety 
guarantee obligation and the conditions for its arising. 
Chapter 1 first searches for its historical development (including the 
development course of the safety care obligation in social occasions in German law 
and the torts by negligence in British law), then expounds the basis in terms of theory 
of law on which the obligation arises and finally summarizes relevant laws of China 
followed by the investigation of their deficiencies. 
The second chapter first highlights the significance of the subject issue for 
building a scientific and reasonable system of safety guarantee obligations, then 
continues with the analysis from two angles---the exerciser of rights and the assumer 
of obligation, with the major part devoted to the illustration from three points of view 
of whether illegal business owners shall undertake the safety guarantee obligation. 
The third chapter explores in-depth the origin of safety guarantee obligation, 
summarizes and discusses its typical origins, differentiates the safety guarantee 
obligations resulted from the contractual relationship and classifies the non-typical 
origins into the Principle pf Good Faith. 
The last chapter expounds in detail the conditions for the arising of safety 
guarantee obligation, namely under what conditions the obligation assumer shall 
undertake the safety guarantee obligation, including the conditions regarding the 
subject and object aspects. 
The innovation of this article is that the author analyze the safety guarantee 
obligation of illegal operator for the first time. 
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第一章  安全保障义务概述 
 

















701 条第 1 款规定：“以供外人住宿为营业的旅店主应赔偿外人在该业务的经营
中携入的物品因丢失、毁损或者损坏而遭受的损害”。 
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